Let G be a semigroup of linear operators on a vector space S into itself with the operation of composition. A subset of G may be associated with a matroid X . We discuss the dimension of the kernels of certain linear operators induced in a natural way by the matroid structure on X .
Introduction
Let X be an s x n matrix with columns x G Ri\{0} and rank s, and be the collection of bases for Rs consisting of column vectors of X. We consider the semigroup of commuting linear operators on S = C°° (CS) defined by Dahmen and Micchelli studied extensively kernels of this type and among other things gave the following theorem [DM3] .
(1.1) Theorem. // dimD(QB) < oc for all Bg^(X), then dim D(QX)< Y, ndeS^-B€^(X)b£B 2 Dahmen and Micchelli noted that equality holds in Theorem 1.1 in M. and conjectured that the equality holds in general. Reading their paper [DM3] initiated our study of this problem, and a proof of the full conjecture is given in §4. We thank them for making a preprint of their paper available to us. As Dahmen and Micchelli did in [DM2] , we start with a somewhat more general setting. Let X be a matroid with rank(Z) = s and let {lx:x g X} be a family of commuting linear operators with common domain and range on a vector space S. A corresponding kernel space is formed as above. Dahmen and Micchelli gave an upper bound for the dimension of this kernel space [DM2, Theorem 3 .1]. They also gave a sufficient condition under which the dimension of the kernel space is equal to their upper bound [DM2, Theorem 3.3] . In this paper, we choose {lx'.x G X} from a commuting semigroup G of linear operators mapping the vector space S into itself. We prove that the dimension of the kernel space is equal to their upper bound if and only if the semigroup G satisfies so-called " s-dimensionally additive" property.
The paper is organized as follows. In §2, we first give the basic concepts and our notation, and then state the main result of this paper. The key step in the proof of our main theorem is given in §3. Finally, we will affirm the conjecture in §4.
Definitions and main results
Let X be an arbitrary set with finite cardinality \X\ = n . A matroid structure on X is defined by a collection of !T of subsets of X satisfying:
(i) The empty set is in ¡T.
(ii) If V G^F, then any subset of V is in y. (iii) For arbitrary U, V g ST with \U\ = \V\ + 1, there exists x G U\V such that V(J{x} G^.
Such a collection 3~ is said to be a collection of independent subsets of X. Any subset of X that does not belong to ¿7" is called a dependent set. The set X with matroid structure is called a matroid X. Let q:2 mZ+ be defined on subsets V c X by g(V):=max{\Y\:YcV, feJ}.
Any element y G X with g(V u {y}) = g(V) is said to be dependent on V. maps V to the set of all elements in X that are dependent on V . The notation ox is used whenever necessary to emphasize that o is defined relative to X. A set B c X is called a base for the matroid X if B is a maximal independent subset of X. It can be proved that every base of X has the same cardinality, g (X), which is called the rank of X . This paper will deal mainly with matroids of a given rank 5 . The collection ¿8(X) of all bases is described as ¿%(X):={BcX:\B\ = g(B) = g(X)}.
We also need to distinguish the collection of all subsets of X whose complements are not of full rank sf(X):={VcX:g(X\V)<g(X)}, and the collection of "hyperplanes" in X,
For a matroid X and a subset f of I, the restriction of the matroid structure to Y forms a matroid on Y with this structure Y is called a submatroid of X. For an arbitrary subset F of a matroid X, we will always assume that the submatroid structure is imposed.
Let G denote a semigroup formed from commuting linear operators that map a vector space S to itself. The group operation is taken as composition of linear operators. Only such semigroups are considered in this paper, and for convenience, we refer to them as the semigroup G or simply G.
We associate linear operators from the semigroup G to elements of X, £, i-+ /,, in an arbitrary fashion. in [DM2, Theorem 3.1] . We want to find conditions on G under which the equality holds for any choice Lx c G of operators associated with X. For this purpose, we say that a semigroup G is excellently associated with the matroid X if whenever a collection of operators Lx c G is associated with X,
As we shall see, this property of G is related to another concept that we call the s-dimensional additivity of the semigroup G. Let tf(F) = ker(7,7,) n n ker/< ¡=t 7
where ker/ := {/ € 5": // = 0}. We say that C7 is s-dimensionally additive if the following condition holds for arbitrary Fx, F2, and F as above:
dimK(F) = dim *(*",) + dimK(F2).
Since our proofs are based oñ an induction argument, we shall often consider matroids of the form X U C with the submatroid X of the same rank, g (X) = g(X U C) • In such a situation we consider the relations between ßf(X U Ç) and %?(X). In particular, a special role is played by the subcollection
The following theorem is very important to the proof of our main result. Its proof will be the topic of the next section.
(2.2) Theorem. Let G bean s-dimensionally additive semigroup, and suppose that G is excellently associated with any matroid X satisfying \X'\ < \X\ and q(X') = s . For any matroid of the form X U C with g(X U Q = Q(X) = 5 and License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use any H0 G Wr(X), if LXu/. c G is associated with IuC and Lx and LHuf are well associated with X and //0 U Ç respectively, then the system px\h f=V> (2.3) X °F xw/=0 VHeJT(X)\{H0} is solvable for any ip G K(LH uf ).
The usefulness of the solvability of (2.3) was recognized already in [DM2] . Using Theorem (2.2), we can prove our main result. The set of linear operators Lx := [lx,...,/,..., /., / } is associated to X by the correspondence e-<-* /., j = I, ... , s and è ♦-» / . We observe that K(F) = K(LX). Therefore, since G is excellently associated with X, we have
Thus, G is s-dimensionally additive. " =*> " For the case that Lx is not well associated with X, the equality holds simply because there exists a B G 38(X) such that dimK(LB) = oo and K(LB) C K(LX).
For the case that Lx is well associated with X, we will prove the equality by induction on \X\. When g(X) = \X\ = s, the theorem is obviously true. Suppose now that the theorem holds for all X1 with \X'\ < \X\ and g(X') = s . We want to establish it for X U Ç with g (X U Ç) = s. We may assume that g (X) = s, otherwise, we can relabel the matroid X U Ç so that this is the case.
The map PX\Hf maps K(LXul.) into K(LHul.) for each H g %?r(X). Indeed, since for arbitrary V g ss7(H U C) and / G K(LXl¡r) g(XDC\(VU(X\H))) = g((HöO\V)<s, we have PvPx^Hf = 0; i.e., PX\Hf G K(LHu/.) whenever / G K(LXo¡). Therefore, we consider the operator &:K(LXUA~ n *<W. H€J%(X) where YIh€^'îx)^^huÔ *s tne Cartesian product with component operators PX\H, H G k¿X). Observe that for / G K(LXuC), (2.6) PXXHf = PXu^{H)f = 0 V/7 6 *{X)\r¿X) -since C e crXui(//) in this case. Hence ker(3ö) = K(LX). Therefore, (2.7) dimK(LXui)<dimtf(Lr)+ £ dim K(LHuÇ).
H€%¡(X)
But by the induction hypothesis,
B€£B(XUQ Equality holds in (2.7) if and only if the mapping 3s is onto since the righthand side is finite. The latter is equivalent to the statement: For arbitrary H0 G <%^(X) and y/ G K(LH uf ), the system of equations Py\H f = V , (2.8)
A"°h as a solution with / € K(LXu¡.). We claim that system (2.8) has a solution / 6 K(LXu¡.) if and only if system (2.3) has a solution in S.
Let / G K(LXu¡.) be a solution of system (2.8), then / is a solution of system (2.3) by (2.6). On the other hand, if / is a solution of (2.3), then obviously / is a solution of system (2.8). Therefore, we only need to show that / G K(LXuç). But it can be easily proved by the following proposition: In this section we prove Theorem 2.2 by induction on the number of elements of X. Assume that the conditions of the theorem hold and assume that the theorem holds for any matroid \X'\ < \X\ -1 . We establish it for the matroids of the form X with g(X) = s = g(X U Q .
Fix H0 G 3?¡.(X). We consider the operator PX\H restricted to the space defined by (3.1) KC,h0(lxuç) ■= if e S: lrPX\"0f = 0 and Px^Hf = 0 V// e *(X)\{H0}}.
From Proposition 2.9, it is clear that
In the proof of Theorem 2.4, it was shown that (3-3) Px\HB-Kc,Ho(LXur)^K(LHoVZ).
It is clear from the definitions that the mapping (3.3) has kernel K(LX). Therefore,
The equality follows from the fact that G is excellently associated with HQuÇ and X by hypothesis. Since the right-hand side is finite, equality in (3.4) is equivalent to the map (3.3) being onto K(LH uf ), and this in turn is equivalent to the solvability of the system (2.3).
We wish to solve the system (2.3) for a given (p G K(LH u¡.). We first associate another set of operators with X in addition to the given operators Lx . We pick x* G X with x* £ H0 and let X* = X\x*. The set of operators Lx = Lx.Ux. associated with X is defined as follows This implies that Lx is well associated with X. Finally, since G is excellently associated with X, we have
Since Kr H (LXu¡.) = K(LX) in this case, equality holds in (3.4). Therefore, the system (2.3) is solvable for H0 . The case g(X\x*) = s takes a lot more work. Clearly, \X*\ < \X\ and g(X*) = s. We first note that HQ G %?X*(X*), because HQ G &(X), x* i H0, and X = X* U x*. In order to apply the induction hypothesis to X*, we need to verify that Lx. and LH Ux. are well associated with X* and H0 U x* respectively. The first is obvious since Lx. c Lx. For the second statement, if B G 38(H0 U x*), then B = {x*, xx, ... , xs_x} G 38(X) and Br -{£, xx, ..., xs_x} G 38(X U Q which was the case considered above. Since |JST*| < \X\, Lx, and LHux-are well associated with the matroid X*, and H0 u x*, respectively, the induction hypothesis yields the solvability of the system PX*\H0f=V VtK(LHoUx.), px'\Hf=° v//e/(f)p0}.
It is easy to verify that lx. maps K(LHux.) into K(LH{J,) with kernel K(LHux.). Since |//0Ux*| < \X\, G is excellently associated to HQDx*.
That is,^K
Hence, lx. maps K(LHux.) onto K(LHuç) since the dimension of K(LH Ux.)
is finite. Thus, for any given to G K(LH u,), we can find ip G K(LH Ux.) such that lx.\p = q>. Let / be a solution of (3.7). Since lx. \p = q>, we have px\hJ = 1x'px'\h/=1x'V = (P- (4.1) dimker^, ... , qs) < oo => dimker(^ , ... , qs) = JJdegq¿, i=i which makes the proof of the ¿-dimensional additivity of Gx easier. Using these observations, it is easy to see that Gx is s-dimensionally additive. Indeed, let Fx = {qx, ... , q¡, ... , qs} , F2 = {qx, ... , q}, ... , qf\ , and F = {q,, ... , qiqi, ... , q\. It is easily seen that dimker(F) < oo if and only if Proof. Since Gx is s-dimensionally additive, Theorem 2.4 shows that Gx is excellently associated with X ; i.e., the first equality holds. Then, the second equality holds by (4.1). D
